The Remington XP-100 Goes Full Circle
Norman E. Johnson

As we take on a new or different gun, there should be a purpose for
doing so. Merely because the price is
right or we haven’t acquired a different
gun in a while usually doesn’t cut it. If
we can’t define our objective, it may
be well to avoid temptation and walk
away. Perhaps such mentation could
have applied to me and the Remington
XP-100s I purchased. I have owned three
of them over the past five decades and
they have filled a niche in my shooting
pleasure equal to few other guns. Who
could possibly say I didn’t need them?
It has been exactly two-score and
ten years since I bought my first Remington XP-100 in caliber 221 Remington
Fireball, just two years after its debut. I
purchased it for $55.00 and now they
sell for around $1,300 in the original
box. The other two were purchased in
1965, and with much regret sold some
years later. The trio got a pretty good
workout just as received in caliber 221
Fireball. The 10-inch barrel, with its
shortened 222 Remington case, sent a
50-grain bullet toward its target at an
impressive 2,750 fps, and accuracy was
very respectable. But I have remained
steadfast to the last one which would
undergo some major changes as one
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of the most exciting guns I have ever
owned.
Serious Stock, Bedding and
Action Changes
Few things would remain the
same for this XP-100. Major bedding
and stock revisions were made, along
with action screw arrangement, switchbarrel process and addition of a second
bolt with larger bolt face. I had acquired
a second stock for the gun at a modest
cost, just in case the major revisions on
the original stock turned sour.
The revisions I performed on the
stock would have made the design
engineers at Remington cringe. Fact
is, I thought the original version of the
space-age stock was ugly and it didn’t
lend well to delivering best accuracy
from my shooting rest in its original
state.
For starters, I changed the bulky,
convex configuration at the bottom of
the pistol grip. The primary purpose
here was to shape the base of the
buttstock parallel with the barrel and
forend. Straight-back recoil is much
better in its delivery of tack-driving
accuracy. This alteration didn’t come
easy. A hardwood plug was formed and
bonded into the hollow buttstock, paral-

lel with the forend. A laminated black
and white buttplate was then carefully
shaped and fitted and attached with
countersunk brass screws.
From there I cut off the forend to
a point just ahead of the integral trigger guard and added a black and white
laminated forend tip. As time went
on, the forend underwent a number of
changes to enhance shooting from rest
or shooting off-hand with a two-hand
hold. The forend was shaped to a slant
back at the top, sort of Weatherby style.
Then the trigger loop was cut back at the
front, which added to the forend plane.
The gap left here was filled in with an attractive piece of white plastic. All-in-all
it fit the front shooting rest much better.
Following the forend and buttstock work, a great deal of thinking
was directed to the action bedding. The
XP-100 is unique in that much of the
action, including the bolt, is positioned
rearward of the hand as the gun is held
and fired. This adds balance to the arm,
particularly when longer and heavier
barrels are used and exchanged. The
original XP-100 barrel in 221 Fireball
was sort of back-end heavy with its 101/2"
pencil-like barrel configuration.
The gun is equipped with a unique
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trigger link that passes beneath the
action, joining the trigger to the sear
mechanism. The two action screws
actually pass through slots in the link,
allowing total freedom of movement of
the link as the trigger is pulled with the
action secured in the stock, but it didn’t
do much for action bedding efficiency.
Lots of thinking went into this area of
design. The trigger balance mechanism
along with spring and pin sort of turned
up missing.
On further examination I could
see where the action would require extensive bedding improvements for best
performance. Here I spent considerable
time adding pillars and bridgework
resulting in a precision fit and a much
more sturdy stock. As a means of securing the action to the stock at the rear, I
added a third action screw. A special
brass escutcheon was then placed directly beneath the action tang where
the third action screw hole was drilled
and tapped. A brass anchor plate was
positioned as an interface between the
stock and the tang. The action bedded
solidly into the stock with the barrel
totally free-floating, including longer,
heavier barrels I would later add as a
switch-barrel gun.
Following this, I reversed the central action screw, which helped greatly
in removing the action from the stock for
switching barrels. In its original form,
this screw passed downward through
the action with a countersunk 82-degree
socket screw from inside the receiver
into a receiving nut in the stock below.
It was most difficult taking this screw
out with quarter turns using a modified
Allen wrench. For this change I simply
added a threaded screw base into the
receiver and an escutcheon in the stock
below. All three screws could then be
removed from below. The same socket
head screw size is used where I added
the action screw at the rear of the stock.
Removing the action from the stock now
takes less than half a minute.
Though the XP-100 has a stiffer
receiver than the models 600 and 700,
which is conducive to better accuracy,
unaltered bedding directly beneath the
receiver was markedly compromised
and required special bedding as I have
shown here. It proved to be well worth
the effort.
The XP-100 Goes Switch-Barrel
As I got into a higher level of gun-

Shown here is a view of the disassembled Remington Model XP-100 totally revamped
by author over a 50-year period, including addition of barrels, a second bolt, and totally
reworking the stock and bedding. Reworked stock is seen at top along with original bolt.
From top, barrels are pictured: 221 Fireball, 221 Fireball (10-inch), 30BR installed on action,
22-250 Rem., 223 Rem., 222 Rem.

smithing, threading and chambering the
barrels to the XP-100 would present no
complications with the major thread
diameter and shank and bolt face recess the same as the Remington Model
700 series rifles. In fact, I could readily

exchange barrels from the Model 700 or
40-X rifles where cartridge headspacing
was often the same. Everything about
the barrel joint was the same. This became a real bonus with rebarreling and
switch-barreling in mind. Unaltered 700

This view of the Remington XP-100 scoped action shows the unique, linked trigger
system used in the earlier model. Note the action screw arrangement which was changed
by author. Tang screw was added, and central screw now enters from below where it
previously screwed in from the top. Original and added bolt are pictured below. A Burris
4-12x AO Mini scope with adjustable objective, and fine reticle does a good job. FACING
PAGE: This shows the Remington XP-100 with altered stock on special pistol rest designed
by author. The rest is fully adjustable to accommodate a variety of different pistols,
including the author’s scoped 22 semiautomatic handguns.
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These are the cartridges chambered for the XP-100 switch barrel at time of writing.
From left: 221 Remington Fireball; 222 Remington; 223 Remington; 22-250 Rem.; and
30BR. These cartridges alone offer a wide variety of target and varmint shooting. The
addition of deer stopping cartridges would make the gun even more versatile.

Remington barrels screw right onto the
sturdy, little XP-100 action utilizing all
13 threads.
Initially I had added a shortened
and turned down Remington varmint
weight barrel in caliber 222 Remington
… the 221 Fireball’s parent cartridge.
This barrel had a history of excellent ac-

curacy in a Model 700 Remington rifle,
and my expectations for it were high.
The barrel was contoured and cut to 17
inches and crowned. Muzzle diameter
ended up at a respectable 0.700.
As with so many of my switchbarrels as rifles, headspace from one
action to the next is very near perfect.

These two five-shot groups were fired by author with the Remington XP-100 using the
30BR cartridge. For these tests, Lapua 6mm BR Norma cases were expanded to accept
308 bullets. An E.R. Shaw 1:12 twist, 19-inch barrel was used, along with 110 gr. Hornady
V-Max bullets ahead of 33 gr. of VihtaVuori N133 powder and Federal Gold Medal primers.
Is a pistol of any kind supposed to shoot this well? One can only imagine the fun this
gun would be on varmints.
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This holds true as well when adding a
second replacement bolt for a standard
cartridge being used in a magnum action, or a small bolt face where a standard 30-06 size bolt is fitted to the rifle.
At first I thought I was lucking out when
using a take-off barrel as a switch-barrel
on my many Remington actions, but this
has come to be commonplace for me
now. When threading and chambering
additional barrels, the work becomes
much easier with the ability to interchange barrels to different actions.
As replacement barrels were
added to the XP-100, I further lengthened the forend by adding bonded,
laminated, black and white plastic to
the existing tip. This really helps in
resting the gun while bench testing it,
and the wider forend accommodated
the heavier barrels. It also brings out
the custom appearance of the gun. My
special pistol rest also helped to bring
out best accuracy of this arm.
The 222 Remington cartridge with
the 17-inch barrel virtually paralleled
accuracy and velocity of a rifle. At first
I used a Weaver K10 scope with the
221 Fireball, and later switched to a
7½ power M8 Leupold scope. Both did
well. Finally I mounted a 4-12x Burris mini scope on the receiver, using a
set of Conetrol bases and rings. I had
used several different scope mounting
systems on my XP-100s over the years,
including Conetrol, Redfield, Buehler
and Leupold/Stevens. All worked quite
well. A variety of bullets were used in
the 222 barrel and they shot like a house
afire.
I was, indeed, pleased with riflelike performance being delivered by
the XP-100 with the 222 Remington 17½
barrel, as well as the 221 Fireball, with
its shorter, light-weight barrel.
I contemplated making up a
longer barrel for the 221 Fireball, but
things were going too well with the
factory issue barrel. I had stripped the
front sight and rib from the slim, little
barrel, which wasn’t really needed and
didn’t detract from its appearance. My
special padded barrel vise and action
wrench system made up for the 700
Remington actions work out just fine
in changing the XP-100 barrels too. The
switch-barrel system had become part of
my shooting repertoire for a very long
time and I wasn’t about to stop here.
I had carefully fitted and headspaced
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more than 75 barrels in a variety of cartridges to such actions as the Model 70
Winchester, Models 700 and 40-X Remington, Thompson/Center’s TCR’83 (of
my own design), Model 77 Ruger, and
Weatherby Mark V for standard actions.
Switching barrels in less than 10 minutes
with true benchrest accuracy, the result
has become a very important part of my
shooting research, and the little XP-100
has become a most welcome addition
to it now. As an experiment, I have
removed and reinstalled barrels on my
rifles for each shot with little, if any,
increase in group size over its normal
grouping. This test really impresses
those who aren’t familiar with the precision of a well machined barrel joint.
Barrel number three required
some intense cogitation on my part. I
had a few extra take-off barrels around
in caliber 224 with a history of good
accuracy. One was a Remington standard weight barrel chambered to 223
Remington. After cutting and crowning
the barrel to 17½ inches, it resulted in a
nicely balanced barrel. Again, headspacing was within standards with a nice
feel of the headspace gauge and unfired,
unloaded new cases. It sure saves a lot of
work when a take-off barrel fits another
action as do many of the 700 Remingtons
… as does the XP-100.
An Experimental Barrel
Shows Astounding Accuracy
My choice of cartridge was the 204
Ruger. Barrel used this time was a Lilja
three-groove 1:12 twist. My plan for
the Lilja barrel would be to thread and
headspace it to one of my Remington
40-X or Model 700 rifles so I could monitor initial accuracy and later possibly
switch it to the XP-100. I chose a number
5 contour, which is 1.150" at the receiver
shoulder and 0.700" at the muzzle. There
was a need for some barrel contour work
to fit the XP-100 stock where it had been
enlarged in the chamber area. I left the
barrel at a full 24-inches for preliminary
testing and use as a rifle. From the onset
the 204/Lilja shot extremely well. I tried
the Sierra 32- and 39-grain BlitzKing,
Hornady 32- and 40-grain V-Max, Nosler 32- and 40-grain Ballistic Tip, and
35-grain Berger.
I used a Dave Manson piloted
reamer to chamber the 204 Lilja barrel
and everything went well during the
threading, bolt recess work, chambering, minor barrel turning, crowning

and leade lapping. I anticipated fine
accuracy and really took my time in
doing the gunsmithing. It paid off. Accuracy in both the rifle and XP-100 was
little short of spectacular. I followed
my normal barrel break-in procedure
that has served me well for many years.
This procedure involves special leade
(throat) lapping as carefully monitored
shoot-and-clean. During the break-in
period of the Lilja barrel I shot the barrel
in both the 700 Remington and XP-100
actions.
As I later observed accuracy from
the XP-100/Lilja combination, it was
very encouraging. The other barrels
in 223 Remington, 222 Remington and
the original 221 Fireball left little to be
desired, but the extra-length Lilja barrel
was downright fun to shoot and test.
All the bullets showed promise but one
in particular really liked the Lilja barrel
and the chosen components. This one
is the Berger 35-grain flat-base match
bullet. The bullet produced five-shot
groups the likes one may seldom witness from a handgun. One 100-yard
group was down to 0.199" with most
hovering around 0.40". I then switched
over to my 300-yard target. Here I shot
four, five-shot groups with the 35-grain
Berger bullets. One group showed a
slight horizontal enlargement at just
over two inches. Another group was
well under two inches with vertical

As seen at Brownells.com
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spread under an inch. But then it happened … four shots at 0.387" and the
fifth one enlarged the group to 0.850",
followed by the best five-shot, 300-yard
group I shall ever see shot with a handgun. The group measured 0.563" which
translates to 0.187 MOA. Covering a
five-shot, 300-yard group with a dime
coin is indeed a rare shot from a pistol.
Adding a Second Bolt to the XP-100 …
A Long Awaited Plan Come True
Remington offered the XP-100 in
many versions for a number of years.
The Gun Traders Guide listed five of
these, including the Varmint Special
chambered in 223 Remington and
7mm BR. This 14½" Varminter was
discontinued in 1991. Remington saw
fit to chamber the XP-100 in a custom
pistol including a heavy barrel model.
It also was offered in a Silhouette model
chambered for the 7mm BR Remington

As described in text, this picture shows the major bolt revision from 223 size to 308 size.
This involved opening the bolt face and adding a Sako style extractor. Cartridge cases
shown are 222 Remington and 6mm BR Norma by Lapua, which is opened up from .243
inch to .308 inch for the 30 BR. This bolt work involved some precise machining.
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cartridge … even a Custom Repeater
model chambered for 22-250 Remington, 223 Remington, 250 Savage, 7mm08 Winchester, 35 Remington and 350
Remington Magnum.
In early 2013 I decided to add a
second bolt to my XP-100, with a bolt
face of 308 size. The problem would be
in finding a bolt for the older, original
style gun. In my diligent search I finally
found an original style bolt from Vince
Scarlata, 499 Cherrywood Drive, Cavat,
AZ 72023. He has provided me with
second bolts for many of my Remington 700/40-X switch-barrel projects.
This bolt, of course, was of 221 Fireball
size and would require major revision
to accommodate the larger cartridges I
had in mind … far from an easy piece
of gunsmithing.
Shortly after arrival, the bolt underwent the transformation which involved
opening the bolt face diameter from 223
Remington size to 308 Winchester size
and installing a new extractor. I elected
to go with a Sako style extractor which,
in itself, is a no-second-chance piece of
precision machining. Opening the bolt
face and machining the exact tolerance
from the locking lugs to the bolt face

and installation of a Sako-style extractor
required several hours of shop work but
everything went very well, with very
realistic expectations. I was now ready
to try new, larger diameter cartridges
… something I threatened to do on this
gun since I went switch-barrel.
Adding Two New Cartridges
I had a standard weight 22-250
Remington factory barrel which I shortened to 18 inches. It was a new take-off
barrel and had been tested and proven
on one of my Model 700 rifles of same
headspace. It would deliver very good
accuracy with several different barrels
so I thought this barrel would fit right in.
What a varmint gun this barrel would
provide … little short of a rifle, and it
lived up to rifle-like performance.
The cartridge I really looked forward to using was the 30BR. I had lots of
experience with this cartridge in barrels
by Shilen, Broughton and Krieger with
15, 16, and 17 twists, respectively. All
three shot extremely well with bullets
ranging in weight from 110 through
135 grain.
I thought I would try an E.R.
Shaw barrel with number 2 Remington
contour at 18 inches. I would go with
a 1-12 twist, six-groove 416 stainless.
The experts at E.R. Shaw did a perfect
threading job and had the barrel in my
hands in less than three weeks. I lost no
time in chambering and headspacing the
barrel for the 30BR cartridge. The 1:12
twist barrel would stabilize all practical

hit? miss?
never question your shot again.
long shot confidence with our:

• primer seaters • primer pocket correctors
• neck turners • case mouth reamers
& much more...

bullet weights ranging from the lighter
varmint/target weight up through more
than 150-grain.
The E.R. Shaw barrel demonstrated excellent accuracy right through
the break-in period. Here again I lappolished the leade (throat) section of
the barrel to hasten the break-in period.
This technique has worked out perfectly
as it helps to virtually eliminate the
copper build-up farther out in the bore
during break-in.
The 30BR was shooting exceptionally well for a handgun, even out to 300
yards. I use a special rest to shoot from
that pretty much minimizes human
error and the XP-100 does a super job
with all barrels. Accuracy is very close to
rifle performance. Seeing the Remington
Model XP-100 go full-circle through its
many changes has been a most fulfilling
experience for me.
There is a great deal of satisfaction in becoming instrumental in the
function and improvement of a firearm.
Somehow it never seems to get old.

CONTACTS
Remington Arms Co. Inc.
870 Remington Drive
P.O. Box 700
Madison, NC 27025
800-243-9700
www.remington.com
E.R. Shaw Barrels
5312 Thoms Run Road
Bridgeville, PA 15017
412-221-3636
www.ershawbarrels.com
Burris Sports Co.
331 E 8th Street
PO Box 1747
Greeley, CO 80631
970-356-1670
Lilja Precision Rifle Barrels
P.O. Box 372
Plains, MT 59859
406-826-3084
Hornady Mfg. Co.
Box 1848
Grand Island, NE 68802
800-338-3220
www.hornady.com

616.399.7894 See products & buy online @ www.kmshooting.com
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